Biography
Perry Mazzone is a litigation generalist, taking on causes in
diverse areas of the law. However, his primary focus is
commercial litigation, wills and estates litigation, and personal
injury claims on behalf of both plaintiffs and defendants.
Perry is a pragmatic thinker who will provide you with objective
and practical advice in order to resolve your issues early through
negotiation or mediation. Alternatively, if a trial is necessary, you
will want Perry in your corner if you want an effective advocate
to make your case.
With over 30 years of trial experience behind him, Perry has seen
it all and can use that knowledge to your benefit and advantage.
A skilled negotiator who is also trained as a mediator, he will
fight for your rights to achieve resolution before trial. At trial, he
is a tenacious advocate who has constantly demonstrated the
skills of a seasoned barrister. In that regard, he is a guest
lecturer for the UBC Law School advanced advocacy coursecross-examination component
Perry has worked at large firms and small firms throughout his
career. He joined Stevens Virgin in 2015 in order to take
advantage of the collegiality of the lawyers in the firm and to
give his clients a more personal level of service. He enjoys the
assistance he is able to give to clients who come to him with
problems and leave with the solutions.

Representative Matters
— As an example of Perry’s most recent work, he won a verdict
on behalf of the Public Guardian and Trustee in respect of a
claim against that office for a court order rescinding a
decision of that office in respect of the interests of an adult
at risk.
— Additionally, he recently obtained a court injunction
prohibiting the disposal of an asset by a convicted murderer
so that the asset is preserved for the murderer’s children and
so that the children would have some legacy from their
deceased mother.
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Contact
604.694.2836
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Practice Areas
Insurance Defence
Personal Injury
Commercial Litigation
Civil Litigation & Appeals
Wills & Estates Litigation
Occupiers' Liability
Product Liability

Education
BA, University of British Columbia
(1980)
LLB, University of British Columbia
(1983)

Bar Locations
British Columbia (1984)
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Association & Memberships
— Canadian Bar Association British Columbia branch section
member-wills and estates, civil litigation, appellate advocacy
— Employment and Assistance Tribunal-panel member

Events/Speaking
— Perry Mazzone presents paper to the Trial Lawyers
Association of British Columbia
— Perry has spoken at continuing legal education seminars, has
been a lecturer for the bar admission program, and is a
speaker and advocacy demonstrator for the University of
British Columbia Law School advocacy course.

Community Involvement
Past member:
— Richmond Public Library Board
— Richmond Task Force on Community Safety and Crime
Prevention
— Richmond Caring Place Society
— Richmond Cit .izen’s Advisory Committee on Policing
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